How to Use Card Catalogues

Books
The Mitsui Collection Card Catalogues are cataloged by
- Books and Journals
- Search categories: Author, Title and Call number
- Languages: Japanese, and “English and other languages”

Card catalogues of Company History is separated from other cards and cataloged by three search categories.

You can search the Mitsui Collection books by Authors, 近藤康男 (Kondo Yasuo), or Titles, 満州農業経済論 (Manshu nogyo keizairon), which are in Japanese alphabetical (Hiragana) order, or browse by call numbers, D3b Ko73 (D3 = 経済政策, 経済事情 - 日本, Ko = Kondo), which is classified by subjects. For Subjects of call Numbers, please refer “Kinken Classification” at the top of List of Pre-WWII Books Titles.

Same bibliographic information is available from each card.

English and other language books are in alphabetical order and cataloged by same three search categories.